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ration to generation and the noises of children are heard in the
depths of the woods, as they drive the goats and cows along the
forest roads. One can quite frequently hear at height the shrill
cries of the jackals. Now and then a drove of monkeys breaks
away over the tree tops, startled by the travellers' appraoch, or a
patridge rises noisily breaking the calm of the forest.
When with some toil, we reach the summit of a lofty range
wonderous scene expands on every side. How pleasant to sit
down on some fallen trunk under cool shade, and drink in the
freshening breeze, while the eyes stray from vale to vale and
range to range of snow capped peak.
The river is an interesting and fair companion on our upward
way, flowing sometime in broad shallow rapids, bright and spark-
ling at the other time gathering its waters in dark deep pools
under lofty overhanging rocks, which the path skirts or climbs
as best as it may. The river is flanked on both sides by steep he-
ights, which at times retire leaving fairly but level spaces where
some little cultivation is done.
The lofty hill side of Dhakuri is covered with forests of oak,
cypress and rhodendron, and carpeted with every variety of
flowers, ferns, mosses and abounding with wild strawberris. The
view from the top of the range is as a rule visible only in the
early morning, as during the day clouds invariably collect and
conceal the higher summits.
You cross Khati and then Dwali, which is situated at the junc-
ture of the Kaphni with the Pindar. A continued roar and blasts
of water keep us awake. Here the mountains are clothed with
dense forest. Words cannot describe the grandeur of these towe-
ring fortresses of rock, clothed as verdure and adorned with
foaming cascades and lightly spraying water falls which reflect
beautiful rainbow when sun's rays fall on these.
The first impression of the glacier
Phurkia, the last stage, is about four miles from the glacier.
It has a small rest house. The elevation is 9,900 ft. From here
the glacier is not very far. The first sight of the glacier is little
disappointing. It appears to be a great slope of dirty snow com-
ing down between two huge mountains, and between high banks
of moraine rubbish, and ending of suddenly in the valley. All

